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visions and borders in the United States. (a) Subdivisions determined by maximizing modularity Q share similar
Q~0:6807, 0:6808, and 0:6804, all in k~14 modules). In all maps the modules are spatially compact. Although these
y exhibit significant differences in the module structure. (b) Ensemble statistics of geographic subdivisions for a set of
umber of modules k in each subdivision is narrowly distributed around 13 (grey bars), and so are the conditional
uperimposed whisker plots). The ensemble mean is Q~0:674+0:0026. (c) Distribution of the linear extensions of the 48
and the geographic modules in the effective subdivision (644+215 km). (d) Effective borders emerge from linear
the ensemble (blue lines). Intensity encodes border significance (i.e. the fraction of maps that exhibit the border). Black
Although 44% of state borders coincide with effective borders (left pie chart), approximately 64% of effective borders do
ers. These borders are statistically significant features of the ensemble of high modularity maps, they partially correlate
topographical features, and frequently split states. (e) Close-up on the Missouri region, showing the effective border
Louis that divides the state. (f) Close-up on the Appalachian Mountains with corresponding border, which extends north
order is the strongest in the map.
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Figure 1: The municipal borders (black) and Livehoods for Shadyside/East Liberty (Left) and Lawrenceville/Polish Hill (Right).
Lawrenceville and Polish Hill: Lawrenceville, one of
ues, crime rates, business types, and general feel. As ClauPittsburgh’s largest neighborhoods, had been going through
dia, a 54 year old journalist, notes:
massive changes and development in recent years. Our interI think middle [Central] Lawrenceville is the most deviewees were conflicted about the cohesiveness of the area.
sirable or well rooted. Where the better housing stock
For some, it is one big neighborhood encompassing more
is. LH3 is definately newer. LH5 pretty much was left
than 20 blocks whereas others notice distinct subsections
alone... There are parking lots and convenience stores
carrying different characteristics.
around 40th that when you hit those you think ‘I have
The city itself subdivides Lawrenceville into three differleft something behind.’ And then you are in another
ent municipal neighborhoods: Upper Lawrenceville, Cenpart of Lawrencevile because you passed a bridge and
tral Lawrenceville, and Lower Lawrenceville. And although
there’s not a lot of connective tissue at some of these
these areas are all connected by Butler street, the character
intersections.
of each of them is different. As Daniel, a 43 year old resident
Figure 2:explains:
The municipal borders (in black) and Livehoods
forofSouth
Side.
Several
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did not agree with the sepof Lawrenceville,
aration of Lower and Central Lawrenceville. For them,
The look isn’t different, but the vibe and the feel are
the separation is arbitrary and it is based mainly on lovery different.where
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un-a division
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go for food,from 40th is
the Birmingham
[Bridge].”
Later,
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dangerous area,
a group
of asked
business
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we showed as
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mapping
and
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about in
theLower
moving in and fixing up the area... And then, Lower
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to brand
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she exclaimed:
Lawrenceville, is kind of picking up right now and then
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The geographical boundaries are finally defined by the Voronoi cell boundaries for which the
two neighboring cells’ locations do not belong to the same community.
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Scale Similarity, Breakpoint Detection and Natural Scales
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Measuring Partition
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Partition Similarity

Firstly we define a metric of similarity between two partitions of a same set of locations using a
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Scale Similarity, Breakpoint Detection an

of a partition P , 0 otherwise:

We can then define the similarity of Ps and Ps0 as the ratio between the number of pairs of
⇢
locations in V that have the same value of µ for both Ps and Ps0 (i.e. they are classified similarly
1, if 9X 2
P
at scales s and s0 ), and the total number of possible locationµpairs:
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We can then define the similarity of Ps and Ps0 as
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percentile. An immediate application is visual inspection, by generating heatmaps as the ones show
in figure 1. A central question to the research being presented in this article is whether partitions
2
Ps change smoothly as s increase, or if there are clear discontinuities. The heatmaps
|{(i, indicate
j) 2 Vquite
,i
(V, Ps , Ps0 ) =
clearly that the discontinuities do exist.
To identify the breakpoints in partition similarity we introduce another metric, somewhat
similar to the concept of modularity in graphs – albeit even simpler. This metric measures interval
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In figure S2 we show the distance distributions for the full graph of movement between
locations using log-log scales. Scale discontinuities (presented in the main work in terms of

Distance distributions

percentiles) can be seen here in absolute distance space. They are represented by the vertical
red dotted lines.

Scale-related behaviour, not scale-related users

Take Home
•

Digital traces on social media can be mined to infer
large corpus of human movement data.

•

Geographic communities are scale-dependent.

•

There are ranges of scales where community partitions
remain similar, interspersed with sudden changes
(phase transitions).

•

It is possible to find the characteristic scales of a region
and multi-scale analysis provides insight that would be
hidden otherwise.
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Human mobility is known to be distributed across several orders of magnitude of physical distances,
which makes it generally difficult to endogenously find or define typical and meaningful scales. Relevant
analyses, from movements to geographical partitions, seem to be relative to some ad-hoc scale, or no
scale at all. Relying on geotagged data collected from photo-sharing social media, we apply community
detection to movement networks constrained by increasing percentiles of the distance distribution.
Using a simple parameter-free discontinuity detection algorithm, we discover clear phase transitions in
the community partition space. The detection of these phases constitutes the first objective method of
characterising endogenous, natural scales of human movement. Our study covers nine regions, ranging
from cities to countries of various sizes and a transnational area. For all regions, the number of natural
scales is remarkably low (2 or 3). Further, our results hint at scale-related behaviours rather than scalerelated users. The partitions of the natural scales allow us to draw discrete multi-scale geographical
boundaries, potentially capable of providing key insights in fields such as epidemiology or cultural
contagion where the introduction of spatial boundaries is pivotal.
Geographical scaling has been at the core of a wealth of studies of human mobility. On one hand, physical distances between connected individuals or between related places have repeatedly been shown to hardly obey any
distinctive scale, let alone exhibit distinct phases. Distance frequencies observed in large geotagged datasets of
human behaviour usually follow strongly heterogeneous distributions spanning several orders of magnitude, be
it for links based on cell phone movements1,2 and calls3–5, social media “check-ins”6,7 or postings8, commutes9,10
or taxi rides11, or circulation of artifacts12. On the other hand, this type of data has more recently been used to
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